
 

 

Terms and conditions (AGB) regarding your participation in golf tournaments 

on the golf course of GC Marco Polo Vienna 

 

1. Your participitation in a golf tournament of GC Marco Polo Vienna is deliberate and 

conscious. 

  

2. You acknowledge and you know about the risks and the danger of the sports of golf. You 

have been sufficiently instructed by your GOLF PRO about security and etiquette on a golf 

course. You confirm with your registration that you are going to respect the golf etiquette. In 

case of your violation of the golf etiquette you will hold the golf club legally harmless.  

 

3. Deliberately and consciously the golfer agrees (based on DSGVO) that all photos that will be 

taken on the golf course during a tournament or during the winners ceremony may be 

publicly used by GC Marco Polo Vienna for the purpose of promotion-and documentary of 

the tournament or for the golf club. 

 

4. The golfer agrees (based on DSGVO), that his name, his golfclub, his handicap and the result 

of that tournament can be made public plus being forwarded to the server of the Austrian 

Golf Federation (ÖGV) as well as to the sponsor of a certain tournament tour (e.g. 

Starwberry, Crystal, AAO …) for the purpose of administration of his golf handicap and of his 

results and for the publication of his tournament results. 

 

5. All tournament fees will have to be paid in advance of the golfer’s tee time in the 

tournament. GC Marco Polo Vienna rejects any legal rights for a refund for whatever possible 

reason.  

 

6. All cancellations we are receiving before the end of the tournament‘s registration period will 

be free of charge. For cancellations received between the end of the tournament‘s 

registration period and the start of the first flight we might charge an administration fee of 

Euro 10,-- . Cancellations received after the start of the first flight and NO SHOWS will always 

be charged for the full tournament fee.  

 

7. The golfer agrees that GC Marco Polo Vienna may use his email address and his telephone 

number for information regarding the tournament (e.g. cancellations, tee time 

postponements, tee time information)   

 

8. The golfer agrees, that – until revoked – GC Marco Polo Vienna may use his email address for 

information regarding special offers, vouchers and discounts.  

 

The terms and conditions (AGB) are valid as soon as the registration for the tournament is 

completed. With his deliberate registration for a tournament, the golfer agrees to all the above 

terms and conditions. A written revocation of points 3 and 8 are possible.  

 


